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Production possibilities frontier worksheet

Opportunity fees will usually arise whenever economic agents choose between alternative ways to allocate scarce resources. The opportunity cost of such a decision is the value of the next best alternative scarce resource usage. The cost of opportunity can be illustrated by using a production possibility
border (PPF) that provides a simple but powerful tool to illustrate the effects of making economic choices. PPF indicates all possible combinations of two items, or two options available at one point in time. The possibility of productionmythica, which is a hypothetical economy, produces only two items -
textbooks and computers. When using all its resources, it can produce five million computers and fifty-five million textbooks. In fact, it can produce all combinations of computers and the following book.COMPUTERS (m)TEXTBOOKS (m)070169268365460555564873982490 This combination can also be
displayed graphically, the result of which is the border of production possibilities. Border production possibilities (PPF) for computers and textbooks are shown here. Interpreting PPFsFirstly, we can describe the opportunity cost for Mythica generating computer output or a given textbook. For example, If
Mythica generates a 3m computer; opportunity cost is 5m textbooks. This is the difference between the maximum output of textbooks that can be produced if no computer is produced (i.e. 70m) and the number of textbooks that can be produced if a 3m computer is produced (i.e. 65m). Similarly, the
opportunity cost to produce a 7m computer is a 31m textbook – i.e. 70 – 39.PPF can also describe the opportunity cost of changing the quantity resulting from one good. For example, suppose Mythica currently produces 3 million computers and 65m textbooks. We can calculate the cost of the opportunity
to Mythica if it decides to increase production from 3 million computers to 7 million, shown on the PPF as a motion from point A to point B. and the textbook is shown here. The result is the loss of output of 26 million textbooks (from 65 to 39m). Therefore, the opportunity cost for Mythica this decision can
be declared as 26m textbooks. In fact, this is the same as comparing the cost of static opportunities for producing 3m computers (5m textbooks) and 7m computers (31m textbooks). Every point on the PPF, such as points 'A' and 'B', is said to be efficient and indicates that scarce economic resources are
being fully used. It is also called Pareto efficiency, after the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto. Every point inside the PPF, such as point 'X' is said to be inefficient because output can be greater than existing economic resources. Any point beyond the PPF, such as the 'Z' point, is unlikely with the scarce
resources of today's economy, but it may be a goal for the future. The efficiency of pareto can be seen in other ways The only way to make someone better is to make someone else worse. In other words, Pareto's efficiency means the economy is operating at its full potential, and no more output can be
generated from existing resources. Pareto efficiency is impossible to achieve in the real world due to various rigidity and imperfections. For example, it is unlikely that all resources can be fully used at a certain point in time because some workers may be in the process of training, or in the process of
finding a new job. When looking for work, or being trained, they are not productive. Similarly, an entrepreneur may have one business venture injured, and is in the process of setting up a new one, but during this period, they are not productive. Nevertheless, pareto efficiency is still a very useful concept.
This is a useful concept for two reasons: It can be a goal for the economy because it can set the direction in which the economy can move. This can help highlight the imperfections and rigidity that exist in the economy and prevent pareto efficiency from being achieved. The productive efficiency and
allocationA point on the PPF is, by definition, productively efficient that all economic resources are being fully used, and there is no waste or unemployment. However, from a consumer (or community) point of view a combination of certain goods may be inefficient in allocation. In order to efficiently
allocate must meet consumer demand and consumer preferences. As will be seen later, more allocation efficiency is formally stated as the level of output where the marginal benefit to the consumer or the last unit consumed is equal to the marginal cost of supply of that unit. To be clear, not all
combinations will satisfy this condition. In the example shown, people can produce only meat or vegetables, but the population prefers a varied diet. Therefore, point A tends to be much more efficient than points B and C, since this does not meet people's preferences. Increased opportunity
costsOpportunitas costs can be thought of in terms of how the decision to increase extra production, marginal, unit one good led to a decrease in the production of other goods. According to economic theory, successive increases in the production of one good will lead to increased sacrifices in terms of



reduction of other good. For example, as the economy tries to increase the production of a good X , such as a camera, it has to sacrifice more other good, Y, such as mobile phones. This explains why the PPF is concave to its origin, which means it is bowed out. For example, if the economy initially
produces in the U.S., with an 8m phone and a 10m camera (up to 20m), and then increases the camera output by 10m, it will have to sacrifice a 1m phone, and move point B.If now want to increase the camera output by a further 10m 30m) it had to sacrifice 2m phones, rather than 1m, and move to point
C; therefore, the cost of opportunity increases the more good is generated. The PPF gradient is getting steeper as more cameras are produced, indicating greater sacrifice in terms of mobile phone foregone. Economic decisions are taken in a marginal way, which means that decisions to produce, or
consume, are made one by one. For example, typical consumers don't decide to drink four cans of cola at the beginning of each day, instead they make four individual decisions, one by one. Similarly, bakers do not decide to produce 5,000 loaves a year, but decide every day or week what to produce.
Economic decisions are marginal because conditions are constantly changing, and consumers and manufacturers would be very irrational if they didn't consider this. Therefore, each production or consumption decision is assumed to be made one by one so that changes in conditions can be assessed.
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